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Kara's Proposal Story

I knew very early into our relationship that I wanted to be with Sarah forever. There was a Adjective

connection and an Adjective feeling of home. I knew my feelings for her were never going to change.

I had wanted to ask Sarah to Verb - Base Form me in Location after she told me about her

experience there early in our relationship. It seemed as if Location had really stuck with her and that she

would always think of it with fondness. I figured that it was a Adjective spot for our Adjective

moment.

For those of you who know me well, you know that I am a big Noun ball sack of Noun when it

comes to Sarah. I wanted to Verb - Base Form the countless moments and Noun - Plural that have

made us the couple that we are in something that she could have forever. What better gift for a writer than a

Noun ? My Verb - Present ends in ING skills don't have quite the flair of Sarah's, but I tried my best to

put together a meaningful Noun of us.

Weeks before the proposal, I e-mailed a occupation at Location to see if my plan could go off

without a hitch. I got a wonderful e-mail response full of tips and well wishes. I had the entire day planned out in

my head. Well, as well all know, plans tend to Verb - Base Form . As Sarah mentioned, when we were on

our way to Location we were greeted with the DC Noun - Plural as well as a gang of police trying

to clear the Noun - Plural out of their tents. My Adjective Part of Body kicked in and I was

greatly regretting my morning cup of Noun . After what seemed like an eternity, we arrived at our

destination.

I



knew that neither Sarah nor I would want our proposal to be overly Adjective . Clearly picking such a

Adjective area did meet its challenges. One of the most Adjective thoughts in my Part 

of Body was that we could be met with negativity and bigotry if a crowd were surrounding us. After my epic

Noun of the placement of "Forever Adjective ," I felt the need for us to be in a Adjective

room even more. Fortunately, the next stop for us was the exhibits Number floors down.

With a grossly Adjective Part of Body rate, I Verb - Past Tense and tugged after Sarah to

come here and stand next to me. Her response to my neediness -- "go read a wall, you Noun " -- made

me more sure that this was the Part of Body I was going to get to see every day for the rest of my life.

Finally able to get her attention, I hobbled down on one Part of Body . I muttered some words that I can

hardly remember and was thrilled to have the response to my mumblings be a " expletive !"

Her shock must have triggered some internal shock inside me. I Adverb put the Noun in my

pocket, Verb - Past Tense down and started Verb - Present ends in ING . Sarah asked where the heck I was

putting the ring and demanded it go in its proper place. To this day it hasn't left her Part of Body !

Sarah wasn't the only one to receive a symbol of Noun . She surprised me with a Noun of my

own on the evening of our engagement Noun - Plural . I knew that she wanted to give me something for

quite a long time and that night was the Adjective night.

My ring is absolutely Adjective . With my profession, I didn't ever want anything with a raised

Noun that could catch on the countless pairs of Noun - Plural I use each day. It is

Adjective , yet, Adjective and I couldn't have been happier when she gave it to me. Our

occupation



and friend, Kristen, was there to Verb - Base Form the entire Adjective moment!
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